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Abstract

Electrocorticography (ECoG), or intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG), is a sort of
electrophysiological checking that utilizes terminals put straightforwardly on the uncovered surface of
the mind to record electrical action from the cerebral cortex.
Conversely, traditional electroencephalography (EEG) terminals screen this action from outside the
skull. ECoG might be performed either in the working room during a medical procedure
(intraoperative ECoG) or outside of medical procedure (extraoperative ECoG). Since a craniotomy (a
careful entry point into the skull) is needed to embed the anode lattice, ECoG is an intrusive method.
The ECoG recording is performed from terminals put on the uncovered cortex. To get to the cortex, a
specialist should initially play out a craniotomy, eliminating a piece of the skull to uncover the mind
surface. This system might be performed either under broad sedation or under nearby sedation if
patient cooperation is needed for utilitarian cortical planning. Cathodes are then carefully embedded
on the outside of the cortex, with arrangement directed by the aftereffects of preoperative EEG and
attractive reverberation imaging (X-ray). Anodes may either be put outside the dura mater (epidural)
or under the dura mater (subdural). ECoG terminal clusters regularly comprise of sixteen clean,
dispensable tempered steel, carbon tip, platinum, Platinum-iridium amalgam or gold ball anodes, each
mounted on a ball and attachment joint for ease in situating. These cathodes are joined to an overlying
casing in a "crown" or "radiance" design. Subdural strip and framework anodes are additionally
generally utilized in different measurements, having somewhere in the range of 4 to 256 terminal
contacts. The networks are straightforward, adaptable, and numbered at every terminal contact.
Standard dispersing between matrix cathodes is 1 cm; singular anodes are normally 5 mm in
measurement. The cathodes sit delicately on the cortical surface, and are planned with sufficient
adaptability to guarantee that ordinary developments of the cerebrum don't cause injury. A critical
benefit of strip and network terminal exhibits is that they might be slid under the dura mater into
cortical districts not uncovered by the craniotomy. Strip cathodes and crown clusters might be utilized
in any mix wanted. Profundity terminals may likewise be utilized to record movement from more
profound designs like the hippocampus.
Electrophysiological premise
ECoG signals are made out of synchronized postsynaptic possibilities (nearby field possibilities),
recorded straightforwardly from the uncovered surface of the cortex. The possibilities happen
basically in cortical pyramidal cells, and consequently should be directed through a few layers of the
cerebral cortex, cerebrospinal liquid (CSF), pia mater, and arachnoid mater prior to arriving at
subdural recording anodes put just underneath the dura-mater (external cranial film). Be that as it
may, to arrive at the scalp anodes of a customary electroencephalogram (EEG), electrical signs should
likewise be led through the skull, where possibilities quickly weaken because of the low conductivity of
bone. Therefore, the spatial goal of ECoG is a lot higher than EEG, a basic imaging advantage for pre-
surgical arranging. ECoG offers a worldly goal of roughly 5ms and a spatial goal of 1 cm.
Utilizing profundity anodes, the neighborhood field potential gives a proportion of a neural populace
in a circle with a span of 0.5–3 mm around the tip of the terminal. With an adequately high inspecting
rate (more than around 10 kHz), profundity terminals can likewise gauge activity possibilities. In
which case the spatial goal is down to singular neurons, and the field of perspective on an individual
cathode is roughly 0.05–0.35 mm.
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